
UNABRIDGED RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE CONTEST 
“RG Fantasy Game 2019” 

 

N° 2018042 
 

 Article 1- Organisation 
  
1.1. The Fédération Française de Tennis [the French Tennis Federation], an association governed by the 

French law of 1 July 1901, acknowledged as being of public interest pursuant to the French decree of 

13 July 1923, having its registered office at the Roland Garros Stadium, 2 avenue Gordon Bennett, 75016 

Paris (hereinafter referred to as the “FFT”) is organising a contest that is free to enter, with no purchase 

necessary, called “RG Fantasy Game 2019”(hereinafter referred to as the “Contest”). 

 

The Contest is organized in partnership with Eurosport, a simplified joint-stock company registered with 

in Nanterre under the number 353 735 657, whose registered office is located at 3, rue Gaston and René 

Caudron, 92798 Issy-les-Moulineaux Cedex 9 (“Eurosport”). 

 

The FFT and Eurosport are hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Organizing Companies". 

 

It is however specified that: 

 

- Eurosport is responsible for the compliance of the Contest with the local laws applicable to the 

Contest; 

 

- the FFT is responsible for the technical aspects of the Contest and the management and the delivery 

of the Prizes, which imply in particular that any technical malfunction in the organization of the 

Contest, malfunction related to the delivery of the Prizes or any breach of data protection laws shall 

be the sole responsibility of the FFT. 

  
1.2. The Contest shall take place from 2pm (UTC +1) on 17 May 2019 until the end of the Men’s singles 
final on 09 June 2019 (date and time shown in France, as recorded by the computing system), on a website 
that is accessible via the following address: fantasy-rg.eurosport.com 

 
In the event that the Men’s or Women’s singles final(s) is/are postponed for any reason, the duration of the  

Contest shall be extended until the end of said match. 
  
Article 2- Terms and conditions for participation 
  
2.1. Participants 
  
2.1.1. The Contest is open to any person (i) aged 18 years or older, (ii) of any nationality (hereinafter 

individually and collectively referred to as the “Participant(s)”), 

 
All persons who directly or indirectly participated in the development of the Contest, Organizing 

Companies staff members, as well as their direct line families, are excluded from participation in the 

Contest.  
 

2.1.2. Participation in the Contest is personal and non-transferable. A Participant cannot, under any 

circumstances, enter using several accounts, in particular under several pseudonyms or on behalf of 

other Participants, or under a false identity with false contact information, or use the identity and contact 

information of a third party by any means whatsoever. 
  
2.2. Acceptance of the regulations 



 
2.2.1. By participating in the Contest, Participants irrevocably agree to the present rules and regulations 

(hereinafter referred to as the “Rules”) in their entirety, as well as to the Internet rules of conduct 

(Netiquette) and the laws and regulations applicable to competitions and contests. 
  
2.2.2. Failure to abide by the terms and conditions for entry as set forth in these Rules or any actions that 

appear to be in violation of French law and/or the Internet rules of conduct may be punished by the 

cancellation of the Participant’s entry in the Contest and a barring from future participation in the 

Contest. 
 

Article 3- Description of the Contest / Terms and conditions of entry 
                                                                                                                                            
3.1. Description of the Contest 
  
3.1.1. The Contest is a virtual competition in which the Participants must select, on every day of the real 

Roland Garros 2019 tournament (hereinafter referred to as the “Tournament”), with the aid of a virtual 

number of yellow tennis balls, real players entered into the final draw of the Tournament (men’s and 

women’s singles), in order to put together a team. 
  
In total, there are seven rounds in the Tournament: 

 
-        1st round 

-        2nd round 

-        3rd round 

-        Round of 16 

-        Quarter-finals 

-        Semi-finals 

-        Finals (women’s singles and men’s singles) 

  

(Hereinafter referred to as the “Round(s)”). 
  
3.1.2. For every Round of the Tournament, according to the real-life performances of the players chosen by 

the Participants to make up their team, the Participants will score a certain number of points. Details of 

how the points are calculated are shown in article 4 hereafter. 
  
3.1.3. In addition, in each Round of the Tournament, Participants will have the opportunity to unlock one (1) 

bonus question by using a yellow ball under the conditions set out in article 4.1.2. of these Rules. For this 

bonus question, the Participant must guess the duration of the match of one of the members of his team on 

the Tour of the Tournament concerned. The details of the calculation of the points based on the accuracy of 

the Participant's response are set out in Article 4 below. 
  

3.1.4. Participants will have the option of creating private groups on the fantasy-rg.eurosport.com website 

in order for members of the same group to compare and discuss their results. 
  
3.1.5. At the end of the Contest, 10 Participants will be named as winners as per the conditions set out in 

Article 6 of these Rules.  

 

3.2. Terms and conditions of entry 

  
3.2.1. In order to enter the Contest, each Participant must: 



 Visit the websites fantasy-rg.eurosport.com and: 

 fill in the Contest registration form, providing your full name, email address and pseudonym.  

 
To be able to enter the Contest, each Participant must read and agree to the Contest Rules, available on 

fantasy-rg.eurosport.com 
  
3.2.2. Only one entry will be accepted per Participant (same surname, first name and email address). Any 

attempt, by one individual, to enter the Contest multiple times will lead to the cancellation of all entries 

made by the Participant concerned. 
  
3.2.3. Failure to abide by the terms and conditions for entry as set forth in the present Article 3, and more 

generally these Rules, will result in the Participant’s disqualification from the Contest. 
 
3.2.4. Participants shall not receive any reimbursement for expenses incurred for participation in the Contest 

(in particular the cost of internet access). 
  
Article 4 – Rules of the Contest 
  
4.1. Composition of the team / Use of the yellow balls   

 
 4.1.1. Composition of the team 
  
4.1.1.1. Before the start of each Round, the Participant must select a team made up of male and female 

players who have qualified for the Round in question: 
  

-        1st round to quarter-finals: The Participant’s team must be made up of a maximum of eight 
(8) players (with a maximum of four (4) women and four (4) men) 

  
-        Semi-finals: The Participant’s team must be made up of a maximum of four (4) players [e.g. 

one (1) man and three (3) women, or four (4) men, or four (4) women, or two (2) women and 

two (2) men, etc.] 

 

- Finals: The Participant’s team must be made up of a maximum of two (2) players (men or 

women) [e.g.  one (1) man and one (1) woman, or two (2) men, or two (2) women] 
  
By default, from the 2nd Round through the quarter-finals, the players chosen by the Participant to make up 

his/her team that qualify for the next Round will automatically be included in the Participant’s team for 

the following Round. 
  
By default, for the semi-finals, only the player(s) positioned by the Participant in the previous Round as 

“selectable for the next Round” under the conditions of article 4.1.2 and qualified for the next Round, 

will automatically be renewed for the Next Round. A special graphic marking will allow the participant 

to distinguish the “selectable for the next round” player(s), on the website.   
 

By default, for the finals, only the player(s) designated by the Participant in the previous Round 

as     “selectable for the next round” under the conditions of article 4.1.2 and qualified for the next 

Round, will automatically be renewed.  
 

In the event that one of the Participant’s chosen team members is knocked out, any Participant who does not 

replace said player, as per the conditions set forth in article 4.2.1, will continue to take part in the Contest 

with one less player in their team. 
  



4.1.1.2. The Participant has the option of replacing one of the players in his/her team, either who is still in 

the draw for the next Round or who has been knocked out, with another player who is still in the draw, 

as per the conditions set forth in article 4.1.2. hereunder. 
 
Any change in the composition of the Participant’s team must be before the start of the match in the 

Round, the players that the participant wishes to replace and before the start of the match in the Round 

of players that the participants wishes to add to his team.  
 
Any change in the choice of the player used for the “Duration Challenge” as well as in the answer given 

for the “Duration Challenge”, must be made before the start of the match in the Round. 
 

4.1.2. Use of Yellow Balls in the game  
 
Every Participant has a set of Yellow Balls to use in each Round of the game and which are not carried 

over to the next Round of the game. The sets are made up of: 

- ten (10) Yellow Balls for each Round of the game up to, and including, the quarter-

finals   
- five (5) Yellow Balls for the semi-finals  

- three (3) Yellow Balls for the finals 
 

 

These Yellow Balls will allow the participants to activate three (3) different options during each round 

of the tournament: 
 

 Option no.1: The "player change" which allows him during the tournament to remove a player 

from his team (without the latter being eliminated) and to replace him with another player still 

running on the relevant Game Turn. 

o One (1) yellow ball = one (1) player change 

 

 Option no.2: The activation of the bonus question (Duration Challenge) which allows him to 

win additional points as described in article 3.1.3 and under the conditions of article 4.3.2. 

o One (1) yellow ball = one (1) activation of the Duration Challenge. 

 
 Option no.3: The increase of Victory Points on the players chosen by the Participant under the 

conditions of article 4.3.1.2 

o One (1) yellow ball = victory points are doubled (x2) 

o Two (2) yellow balls = victory points tripled (x3) 

 
4.1.3. Earning additional Yellow Balls  

 
Participants can earn extra Yellow Balls by recruiting new Game Participants (by using the friend 

referral code given to Participants by the organiser): 
 

 one (1) or two (2) players recruited = one (1) additional Yellow Ball  

 three (3) or four (4) players recruited = two (2) additional Yellow Balls 

 five (5) or more players recruited = three (3) additional Yellow Balls 

 

4.2. Points to play for 
  
4.2.1. The points awarded for a win by the Participant’s chosen team members in each Round of 

the Tournament. 



  
4.2.1.1. Participants are awarded points for every win by a member of their team in each Round of the 

Tournament (hereinafter referred to as “Victory Point(s)”). 
   
4.2.1.2. The Points for a Win are calculated based on: 

  
-        the difference in ranking (ATP/WTA), as defined before the start of the Tournament, between 

the players in the Participant’s team and their current opponents in the Tournament (hereinafter 

referred to as “Point(s) for Rankings”) 
  

-        the number of additional yellow balls allocated by the Participant assigned to the players before 

the start of their matches: 

 
- Two (2) Additional Yellow Balls = Points for Ranking x 3 

- One (1) Additional Yellow Ball = Point(s) for Ranking x 2 

- None (0) Additional Yellow Ball= Point(s) for Ranking x 1, 

 
4.2.1.3 Case of a player’s abandonment during the Tournament.  

If a player withdraws his/her match against the player selected, the Participant wins all victory points.  

 
4.2.1.4 Case of a player’s withdrawal the Tournament. 

 If a player is forfeit before the start of his/her match, no victory points will be awarded to the participant 

who have selected that player.   

 

4.2.2 Points won in the “Duration Challenge” 
 
4.2.2.1. In each Round of the Tournament, Participants will have the opportunity to answer a bonus 

question in order to win additional points. For this “Duration Challenge”, the Participant must guess the 

duration of a player's match which he/she must choose from the members of his/her team. 

 
4.2.3 How to take part in the “Duration Challenge”  
  
Participants must use one (1) Yellow Ball to enter a “Duration Challenge” in any Round. Participants 

may enter just one (1) Duration Challenge per Round.  
 
Participants must choose a player from their team who is still in the tournament, and whose next match 

has not yet started.  
 
The Participants must guess the duration of their chosen player’s next match, with the aim of getting as 

close as possible to the actual match duration.  
 
The Participants may change their Duration Challenge answer up until their chosen player’s match 

begins.  
 

The Participants may replace their chosen player before their match begins, and before the match of 

their replacement Duration Challenge player begins.  
 

Finally, Participants may cancel their Duration Challenge entry before the start of their chosen player’s 

match. In this case, the Participant will recover one Yellow Ball, which they can then use for another 

match.  
 
4.2.4 Allocation of Duration Challenge points  
 



A number of points to play for will be allocated to every Duration Challenge (hereinafter, the “Points 

to play for in the Duration Challenge”), and a number of points will be deducted according to the 

difference between the Participant’s Prediction and the Duration Challenge Answer (hereinafter, the 

“Points lost in the Duration Challenge”).   
 

 The number of points at stake in one (1) Duration Challenge is 200 (two hundred) points, 

regardless of the Round of the game. 

 

 The number of points lost in one (1) Duration Challenge is determined by the number of 

minutes’ difference between the Prediction and the exact Answer.  

- For women’s matches: five (5) points lost for every minute’s difference  

- For men’s matches: three (3) points lost for every minute’s difference  

Examples:  
 

 Duration Challenge for a men’s match:  

 

Prediction: 2 hrs 30 min  
Actual duration (Answer): 2 hrs 05 min 
Difference = 25 minutes 
Penalty = 25 x 3 = 75 points 
Number of points won in the Duration Challenge = 200 - 75 = 125 points 

 
 Duration Challenge for a women’s match: 

 

Prediction: 1 hr 30 min 
Actual duration (Answer): 1 hr 15 min 
Difference = 15 minutes 
Penalty = 15 x 5 = 75 points 
Number of points won in the Duration Challenge = 200 - 75 = 125 points 

 
c) Participants can only earn a positive number of points in the Duration Challenge: no negative numbers 

of points will be awarded. If the penalty exceeds the number of points at stake (200 points), the 

Participant will be awarded 0 (zero) points for the Duration Challenge. 

 
4.2.5 Player retirement and withdrawal from Duration Challenge matches 
 
If a Participant has chosen a player who then retires during the Round concerned in a Duration 

Challenge, or if the Participant has selected a player whose opponent retires during the Round in 

question, the match duration will be calculated up to the time the match stops.   
 
If a Participant has chosen a player for their Duration Challenge whose match is cancelled due to the 

withdrawal of said player or of their opponent from the match, the Participant will be awarded zero 

Points for the Duration Challenge. 
 
Article 5- Prizes 
  
5.1. Prizes according the general ranking Participant’s. There will be 10 prizes (hereinafter referred to as the 

“Prize(s)”) awarded over the duration of the Contest, as per the Winners’ general ranking stated in 

article 6 hereafter. These prizes are as follows: 
  
1st prize: : two (2) tickets in category two (2) on Philippe-Chatrier court for Monday 1st June 2020, 

representing a commercial value of two hundred and twenty euros including tax (€220 inc. VAT), that 

is one hundred and ten euros including tax (€110 inc. VAT) per ticket; 



2nd prize: one (1) Roland-Garros player towel and one (1) Roland-Garros navy cap representing a 

commercial value of sixty-six euros including tax (€66 inc. VAT).   

 
3rd prize: One (1) Roland-Garros navy cap and one (1) Roland-Garros gymbag representing a commercial 

value of forty-six euros all taxes included (46€ including VAT) 

 

 
4th prize: One (1) Roland-Garros player towel representing a commercial value of forty-five euros all taxes 

included (45€ including VAT) 
 

 
5th prize: One (1) Roland-Garros gymbag and one (1) Roland-Garros totebag representing a commercial 

value of thirty-five euros all taxes included (35€ including VAT) 
 

6th prize: one (1) Roland-Garros tote bag and one (1) Roland-Garros navy cap representing a commercial 

value of forty-one euros including tax (€41 inc. VAT).  
 

 
7th prize: one (1) Roland-Garros USB key and one (1) Roland-Garros tennis hand wrist representing a 

commercial value of thirty three euros including tax (€33 inc. VAT).  
 

 
8th prize: one (1) Roland-Garros gymbag representing a commercial value of twenty euros including tax 

(€20 inc. VAT).  
 

9th prize: one (1) Roland-Garros USB key representing a commercial value of twenty-five euros including 

tax (€25 inc. VAT).  
 

10th prize: one (1) Roland-Garros totebag key representing a commercial value of fifteen euros including 

tax (€15 inc. VAT).  

 

 

 

Lot n°5 of the 5th Winner in the General Ranking: One (1) gymbag and a Roland-Garros looped 

totebag with a total commercial value of thirty-five euros all taxes included (35€ including 

VAT). 

 

Lot n°6 of the 6th Winner in the General Ranking: One (1) Roland-Garros cap with navy stitching 

and one (1) totebag with a total commercial value of forty-one euros all taxes included (41€ 

including VAT) 

 

Lot n°7 of the 7th Winner in the General Ranking: One (1) Roland-Garros USB key and one (1) 

large multicoloured tennis wrist with a total commercial value of thirty-three euros all taxes 

included (33€ including VAT),  

 

 

Lot n°8 of the 8th Winner in the General Ranking: One (1) Roland-Garros gymbag with a 

commercial value of twenty euros all taxes included (20€ TTC) 

 

Lot n°9 of the 9th Winner in the General Ranking: One (1) Roland-Garros USB key with a 

commercial value of twenty-five euros all taxes included (25€ including VAT), 

 



Lot n°10 of the 10th Winner in the General Ranking: One (1) Roland-Garros totebag with a 

commercial value of fifteen euros all taxes included (15€ incl. VAT) 
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5.2 Each Participant is informed that the FFT does not cover any other costs not expressly indicated 

in the details of the Prizes in 5.1 above, and in particular: transport, whatever the mode of transport 

chosen by each Winner, as defined in article 6.1 below, to enjoy his Lot, incidental costs 

(accommodation, meals, drinks, transport costs on site, etc.). 
 

5.3 Unavailability of Prizes 
The FFT reserves the right to modify the Prizes by endowments of equal or greater value in the event of 

unavailability of the said Prizes, without any claim being made in this respect and without its liability being 

engaged as a result. 

 
Article 6: Choosing the winners / Informing the winners 
 

6.1. Choosing the winners (hereinafter referred to as the “Winner(s)”) 
  
The Participants named Winners in the Contest are the ten (10) Participants who have amassed the highest 

points total, by adding up their Victory Points.  
 

A top-down ranking will be drawn up at the end of the Men’s final to identify the Winners.  
 

In the event that two Participants have the same number of points, their position will be decided as follows: 
 

o The first Participant registered in the Contest. 
 

 
If this point mentioned above does not separate the Participants, a draw will be carried out by the SCP 

LPF & Associates. It will be done electronically, by random designation. 
 

6.2. Informing the Winners 
  
6.2.1. The FFT shall inform the Winners individually of the rankings and any potential draw by email, sent 

to the address given upon entry, as set forth in article 3 above. Only the contest Winners shall be 

informed of the results. No emails, even in reply, will be sent to Participants who are not named as 

Winners. 
 
6.2.2. Each Winner must accept his/her Prize within the seventy-two (72) hours following receipt at his/her 

email address of the confirmation email mentioned in article 6.2.1. (connection date and time shown in 

France, as recorded by the computing system). The Winners must provide their postal address in their 

reply. 
 

If a Winner fails to accept his/her Prize within the deadline set forth in this article, said Winner shall be 

deemed as having refused his/her Prize and the FFT shall be free to dispose of said Prize as it sees fit 

and shall not be held liable in this respect. 
 

6.2.3. In the event that one or several Winner(s) fails to accept their Prize(s) or has/have failed to adhere to 

the conditions set forth in these Rules, the Prize(s) shall be considered undelivered and shall once again 

become the property of the FFT. The FFT shall not be held liable in any way whatsoever in this respect. 
  



In the event that the details provided by a Winner in the entry form mentioned in article 3.2.1 are 

unusable (incomplete details, incorrect or non-existent email address, etc.), the Winner concerned will 

be deemed to have failed to accept their Prize. The Prize will therefore be deemed as lost and the FFT 

will be free to dispose of said Prize as it sees fit, and shall not be held liable in any way in this respect. 
 

Article 7- Distribution and enjoyment of the Prize(s) 
  
7.1. The Prize of the 1st Winner will be sent an email, to the address given in his/her Contest entry form, 

containing the electronic tickets for the day mentioned in the Prize. 
 

The Prizes of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th Winners o as set forth in article 5.1. above, will 

be sent by post at the postal address provided by each Winner in his/her email accepting such Prize as 

set forth in article 6.2.2 of these Rules. 
  

To this end, all Winners must confirm their first and last name(s), and must inform the FFT of the full 

name(s) of the people using the second ticket. These electronic tickets are strictly personal and the name 

shown on the ticket can be changed up until 48 hours before the ticket included in the Prize is due to be 

used. After this deadline, no changes will be taken into account. If a Winner is to be accompanied by 

someone who is under 18, they must have parental authority of said minor or be able to provide parental 

authorisation. 
 

7.2. The provision of tickets allowing access to the tournament’s matches implies the ticket beneficiaries’ 

full acceptance of the “Terms and Conditions of Sale – Roland Garros Tickets 2017,” which can be 

found at http://rolandgarros.fft-tickets.com/, as well as the Roland Garros Stadium Rules and 

Regulations, which can also be found at http://rolandgarros.fft-tickets.com/. 
 

Thus, any sale or transfer of any kind and in any form whatsoever, whether free of charge or for a fee, 

of tickets awarded as Prizes is prohibited, with the exception of the situations set forth in the Terms and 

Conditions of Sale – Roland Garros Tickets 2019. 
  

In the event that the Roland Garros 2020 tournament is cancelled, either partially or in its entirety, and/or if 

matches are postponed, interrupted or cancelled for a reason independent of the FFT or for safety reasons, 

the tickets awarded to the Winners and their guest(s) shall not be subject to reimbursement or exchange. 
  
7.3. The FFT shall not be held responsible if the Winner(s) is/are unable to enjoy their Prize(s) for reasons 

beyond the FFT’s control. 
  
7.4. The Winners must be up to date with all potential formalities required in order for them to take 

possession of their Prize and enjoy it. The Winners declare that they have all of the necessary physical 

and legal capacities to receive and enjoy the Prize. The FFT shall not be held liable in this respect. 

 
7.5. The Prize(s) offered shall not give rise to any dispute or claim of any kind by the Winners. The Prizes 

cannot, under any circumstances, be exchanged for cash or for other prizes. 
 
 7.6. If required by circumstances, the FFT reserves the right to replace the Prizes announced by other prizes 

of equivalent value. The FFT shall not be held liable in this respect. 

 
7.7. The FFT reserves the right to deny access to the Roland Garros stadium to any Winner or any person 

accompanying the Winner whose behaviour is deemed incompatible with the smooth running of the 

Roland Garros tournament or may endanger the safety of people and/or property, and/or who does not 

adhere to the rules and regulations of Roland Garros stadium and/or the terms and conditions of sale for 

tickets for Roland Garros 2020. 
 



7.8. The FFT shall not be liable in any way for any incidents and/or accidents that might happen during the 

enjoyment of the Prizes by the Winners or by the persons accompanying them. 
 

Article 8- Liability 
  
8.1. The FFT’s liability is strictly limited to the delivery of the Prize(s) actually and validly won in 

accordance with the provisions of these Rules, subject to each Participant abiding by the provisions of 

these Rules, except in the event that said delivery is rendered impossible due to reasons beyond the 

FFT’s control. 
  
8.2. The FFT or Eurosport cannot be held liable in any way if force majeure or events beyond its control 

make it impossible to run the Contest normally and/or deliver the Prizes, and/or for the Winners to enjoy 

their Prizes, or if the circumstances are such that the FFT must shorten, postpone or cancel the Contest 

or change its terms and conditions. 
  
8.3. The FFT and Eurosport shall not be held liable in any way in the event of the following: 

 

- an anomaly, malfunction or bug affecting the Internet or Intranet preventing the smooth 

running of the Contest; 
- technical failure of the Participant’s reception equipment preventing the smooth running of 

the Contest; 

- technical failure or accidental disconnection by the Participant’s telephone company or 

Internet service provider of the lines of communication, preventing the smooth running of the 

Contest; 

- service-provider, software or equipment problems and malfunctions; 

- technical failure of the website fantasy-rg.eurosport.com https://fantasy.rolandgarros.com 

allowing participation in the Contest; 
- human error or electrical issues preventing the smooth running of the Contest; any disturbance 

that might affect the smooth running of the Contest;  
- a force majeure event as defined by French Supreme Court case law. 

8.4. Each Participant is entirely responsible for his/her connection via the website fantasy-
rg.eurosport.com 

  
The FFT and Eurosport shall not be liable in any way in the event that it is impossible to access or there 

is an interruption in access to the fantasy-rg.eurosport.com website for technical reasons, updating or 

maintenance. The FFT and Eurosport shall not be liable in any way for such interruptions or the 

consequences thereof. 
  
8.5. Participation in the Contest via the Internet implies knowledge and acceptance of the characteristics and 

limits of the Internet, particularly as regards technical performance and response time for consulting, 

requesting or transferring information. The FFT and/or Eurosport shall not be held liable in any way for 

the lack of protection of certain data against possible theft or the risk of viruses. 
  

The FFT shall not be held liable in the event of an Internet malfunction, particularly resulting from 

external malicious acts preventing the smooth running of the Contest. 
  
8.6. The FFT shall not be held responsible if, for reasons beyond the FFT’s control: 
 

- the Prize(s) are not delivered (e.g. a Winner fails to accept the Prize within the allotted time set 

forth in article 5.2, a Winner and/or the person accompanying them is late or does not show up, 

the electronic mail is not received for whatever reason, the Prize(s) is/are not received by post 

at the address provided for whatever reason, an incorrect address is given by the Winner, the 

Prize is stolen or lost in transit, etc.); 

https://fantasy.rolandgarros.com/


- the Prize(s) are found to be damaged or destroyed upon delivery to the Winner(s); 

- subsequently to their delivery, the Prize(s) are lost or damaged for whatever reason. 
 
In any event, no compensation will be offered to the Winner if they are unable to enjoy their Prize for 
reasons beyond the FFT’s control.  
 

If, for reasons independent of the FFT, the Prize(s) cannot be delivered to the Winner(s), the latter will lose 

their rights over said Prize(s). 
 
8.7. The FFT shall not be liable in any way for any incidents and/or accidents that might happen during the 

enjoyment of the Prizes by the Winners or by the persons accompanying them. 
  
8.8. The FFT reserves the right to halt or discontinue the Contest in the event of fraud or attempted fraud. 
 
Article 9- Legal formalities / Modifications to the rules and regulations 
  
9.1. The Rules hereunder have been filed with SCP LPF & Associates, 7 rue Sainte Anastase – 75003 Paris. 
  

For the duration of the game, the Rules can also be read on the following web page: 
https://fantasy.rolandgarros.com. 

 
A copy of the Rules may be obtained, free of charge, by simple request sent in writing to any of the 

following addresses: Fédération Française de Tennis – Communication and Digital Transformation 

Department - Jeu “RG Fantasy Game 2019” – Stade Roland Garros – 2, avenue Gordon Bennett – 

75016 Paris. 

 
Eurosport SAS – Games department – 3 rue Gaston et René Caudron, 92798 Issy-les-Moulineaux 

Cedex 9 (France). 

  
9.2. The FFT may, at any time, modify these Rules via amendment. In such a case, the amendment in question 

shall also be registered, prior to publication, with SCP LPF & Associates. 
 

 Article 10- Verification of identity 
  
The Participants hereby authorise any and all verifications of their identity and age. Any indication of a false 

identity and/or age may result in the cancellation of an individual’s entry in the Contest and, as the case may 

be, make it impossible for a Winner to enjoy his/her Prize, and this is expressly acknowledged and accepted by 

each Participant. 

 

Article 11- Fraud 

 
11.1. Any entry containing fraudulent, false, incomplete or illegible information or entry from a Participant 

whose details are found to be incorrect or who is found to have adopted a false identity after verification, 

shall be considered void and shall result in the cancellation of said entry without prejudice to any 

damages or compensation that might be claimed and/or any legal action that might be undertaken by the 

FFT or Eurosport. 

 
  Furthermore, the Participants concerned shall be unable to claim any prizes. 
  
11.2. Participants are formally prohibited from altering or attempting to alter the Contest in any way 

whatsoever, in particular by modifying the results or any other factors that might decide the outcome of 

the Contest and the selection of the Winners. Where necessary, the provisions shown in article 13 will 

be applied. 

 

https://fantasy.rolandgarros.com/


Article 12- Disputes / Applicable law 

  
12.Any and all dispute that might arise pursuant to the performance of these Rules shall, insofar as possible, 

be resolved amicably. In the event of ongoing disagreement as to the application or meaning of these 

Rules, and failure to reach an amicable solution, any and all dispute in connection with the Contest shall 

be brought before the competent courts having jurisdiction over the FFT’s registered office, unless 

provided otherwise by public policy. 
  
12.2. These Rules are governed by French law. 
  
Article 13 – Miscellaneous 
 
13.1. In the event of a contradiction between the provisions of these Rules and any and all message and/or 

information whatsoever concerning the Contest, the provisions of these Rules shall prevail. 
 
13.2. In the event that one or several of the provisions of these Rules turns out to be invalid or inapplicable, 

the validity of the remaining provisions shall not be affected. The parties shall replace the invalid or 

inapplicable provision with a valid provision that has an equivalent impact to the original provision. 
  
13.3 To be taken into account, any disputes relating to a technical malfunction of the Game, the delivery of 

Prizes or the processing of personal data must be made no later than thirty (30) days from the closing of 

the Game, formulated in writing only and sent to the following address: French Tennis Federation - 

Roland-Garros Stadium - 2 avenue Gordon-Bennett - 75016 Paris. 

 

13.4 Any other disputes may be addressed to: Eurosport - Service Contests - 3, rue Gaston and René Caudron 

- 92798 Issy-les-Moulineaux Cedex 9. 


